Workshop Programme – Regulation Civil Society

Day 1 – Thursday 30 June
9.00-9.30 Welcome

9.30-10.15 P. Correa Vila: Overview of Recent Research of the ‘Regulation Civil Society Project’ – Comparing Parties, Interest Groups and Service-oriented Organizations

10.15-11.00 L. Bardi: The Regulation and Funding of Political Parties and Political Foundations at European Level (Discussant: I. v. Biezen)

11.00-11.30 Coffee Break

Implications of Institutions and Institutional Reform

11.30-12.15 A. Clark: Independence or Capture? Towards a Multi-Level and Cyclical Perspective on Party Regulation (Discussant: R.S. Katz)
12.15-1.00 C. C. Braun: Do Institutional Reforms Affect Lobby Presence in Regulatory Governance? (Discussant: A. Kaiser)

1.00-2.00 Buffet Lunch

Consequences of State Funding and Regulation

2.00- 2.45 I. v. Biezen: Patterns of Party Funding in Contemporary Democracies: State Subsidies and Party Organization (Discussant: P. Correa Vila)
2.45-3.30 N. Bolleyer and F. Weiler: Which Interest Groups Are Politically Active and How? (Discussant: J. Berkhout)

3.30-4.00 Coffee Break

4.00-4.45 J. Berkhout: Do Regulatory Institutions Shape the Number of Interest Organizations? Assessing the density of interest organizations across economic sectors in United Kingdom, Germany, France and the Netherlands (Discussant A. McKay)
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Day 2 – Friday 1 July

Consequences of Institutional Context

9.30-10.15 N. Bolleyer and V. Smirnova: Party Finance Regulation and Party Membership (Discussant: A. Clark)
10.15-11.00 J. Beyers: Torn Between Supranational Demands, National Politics and Societal Roots? Interest Organizations in a Multilayered Political System (Discussant: C. Cornforth)

11.00-11.30 Coffee Break

11.30-12.15
C. Cornforth: Contextual Influences on the Governance of Voluntary and Non-Profit Organisations

12.15-1.00 Concluding Discussion

1.00 Buffet Lunch